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Review of CIC NCB dinner panel February 6: \ Rétrospective du souper-débat du 
CIC le 6 février 
 

"The Next Big Thing, Africa" \  "La prochaine révélation: l'Afrique" 
Is Africa about to emerge as the economic powerhouse of the world economy in the 21st century? 
A stellar three members panel shed much light and provoked a lively discussion before a near 
record attendance of 179 members and guests at the CIC event, organized in Ottawa with the 
collaboration of the Africa Study Group.  
 
Strongly in support of the proposition, Dominic Barton, the Global Managing Director for 
McKinsey, the world's top management consultant firm, pointed to incontrovertible evidence that 
Africa is booming: a billion population, a two trillion dollar economy projected to grow at 6% over 
the next decade, a middle class of 100 million which will double by 2025. Already counting 64 cities 
of more than 1 million, its dynamism is fueled not only by its natural resources endowment but also 
by huge unmet infrastructure and consumer needs. It should be a strategic continent for Canada, 
and we have much to offer, especially in education and the soft skills. 
 
For his part, Charles Sirois, the Chair of CIBC and serial telecom entrepreneur, observed that 
Africa is already the world's second fastest  growing region, with an increasingly educated young 
population which will soon constitute the world's largest work force against the backdrop of a 
shrinking and aging population elsewhere. It is a diverse continent full of opportunity for Canadians, 
less risky and corrupt than its image. Our biggest competitor is ourselves, because we are not 
there. Yes, Africa is still fragile, but  the role of the entrepreneur is to change history, not just to 
read it. He touted Enablis, the NGO which he founded to reduce poverty in Africa, as a 
demonstration of what can be done to create jobs through entrepreneurship. 
 
However, Teddy Samy, professor at NPSIA, expressed concern that Africa's impressive economic 
growth may not result in improved social conditions for a majority of Africans because of many 
factors of fragility: ethnic conflict, frequent regime change, insecurity, poor governance and corrupt 
leadership. While underlining Africa's diversity, he said that most of the top 20 countries on the 
fragility index are in sub-Saharan Africa. There is in fact some evidence in Africa of worsening 
conditions over time for personal safety and rule of law, despite an overall decline in conflict. The 
evidence for 'Africa rising', he stated, has yet to show up in the data he has compiled in his work on 
state fragility.   
 
NOTE: The CIC panel discussion was filmed by CPAC and the link to it is given below. The video recording can also 
be downloaded as a Digital Archive from  the CPAC website / La discussion du panel du CIC a été enregistré par 
CPAC et vous en trouverez le lien ci-bas. Le vidéo est aussi à votre disposition en français comme en anglais sur le 
site-web du CPAC. The CPAC recording of this event is available at:  

              http://www.cpac.ca/en/programs/public-record/episodes/30770770 
 
 
 
	  


